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Abst ract - -The  Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations are formulated as an optimal control problem 
subject to constraints which are Laplacian equations. A gradient method is then employed to yield 
an iterative algorithm. The strong convergence of our algorithm is shown for the case of the Stokes 
equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with an optimal control formulation, as well as its finite element approxima- 
tions, of the Navier-Stokes equations: 
and 
-~ div [(grad u) + (grad u) T] + (u. grad )u + gradp = f 
div u = 0 in fl, 
in ~, (1.1) 
(1.2) 
u = 0 on F, (1.3) 
where u stands for the velocity field, p the pressure field, and f a given body force. ~ C H d, 
d = 2 or 3, denotes a bounded and open domain of class CI,1; if ~'2 C R 2, ~'~ is assumed to be 
either C 1,1 or convex. 
(1.1)-(1.3) is the popular primitive variable formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations. Many 
mixed methods have been proposed based on this formulation. It is folklore knowledge that such 
mixed methods require a paired choice of the velocity and pressure approximating spaces that 
meet the inf-sup conditions. Although it is now well understood how we construct spaces that 
meet the inf-sup condition, difficulties and inconveniences still remain in practice, especially in 
three space dimensions. For instance, one cannot use the usuM linear element for both the velocity 
and pressure, and in general, conjugate gradient methods cannot be used for the solution of the 
discrete systems of equations. In this paper, we will propose some optimal control formulations 
which involve only the Laplacian equations and thus allow independent choices of approximating 
spaces for the velocity and the pressure. In fact, for both the velocity and the pressure, we can 
use virtually all finite element spaces that can be used for the approximation of the Laplacian 
equation. All the discrete systems that appeared in our algorithm are positive definite so that 
conjugate gradient methods can be used at various steps. Our algorithm also provides another 
iterative technique for the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. 
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We recall that (I.I) is the equation of motion for Newtonian fluids which can also be written 
in the form 
(u.  grad )u = d iv¢ + f 
with the stress tensor being defined by 
~r := -pI + t, [(grad u) + (grad u)T]. (1.4) 
The pressure p in this constitutive equation is arbitrary, i.e., is not determined by the motion. 
For incompressible fluids, one has div u = 0. By taking the trace of (1.4) and using (1.2), we 
conclude that 
p = -~t r¢ .  
For a discussion of the relations of u, p and ~, see [i]. With these considerations, we may 
replace (1.1)-(1.2) by the following velocity-stress formulation: 
- t ,  div [(grad u) + (grad u) T] + (u. grad)u - ~grad (trtr) = f in f~ (1.5) 
and 
~r = ~( t r~) I+ v [(gradu) + (gradu) T] in fL (1.6) 
Note that (1.6) implies (1.2). 
We introduce some notation that will be used in the sequel. H '  (f2) and H" (r)  denote Sobolev 
spaces of order s defined on f~ and r,  respectively; H'(f~) and H '  (r)  denote their vector-valued 
counterparts. The inner product on / / ' (~)  or H°(t~) is denoted by (., .)°; that on H.(r) or 
Ha(r )  is denoted by (.,.)o,r. We use the convention: H ° - L 2, H ° - L 2, (.,.)0 = (-,-), 
and (-, ")o,r = (', ")r. Also, 
H0xCf~) - {v E Hl(f~) : v -- 0 on I'} 
and 
E(f~) = 0" E (L2(ft)) d :div I" E v.2(n),/ft trlrdf~ = 0). 
(., .) denotes the duality pairing between a Banach space X and its dual space X*. The duality 
pairing between H1/2(r) and its dual H -1D(r )  is denoted by (., ")r. For details concerning 
Sobolev spaces and norms on those spaces, consult [2] or [3]. 
We also introduce some linear forms associated with the Navier-Stokes equations (see [3], [4] 
or [5]): for u, v and w E Hl(ft),  
1/n[(gradu ) + (gradu)T] : [(gradv) + (gradv) T] d~ a(u, v):= (1.7) 
and 
c(u, v, w) :=/n  u .  grad u .  v di). 
In Section 2, we will establish the equivalence of (1.1)-(1.3) and an optimal control problem 
with the pressure variable. In Section 3, we introduce an optimal control formulation of the 
Navier-Stokes equations without the pressure variable. In Section 4, we describe our algorithm 
for solving the optimal control problem proposed in Section 3 and prove the convergence of our 
algorithm for the case of the Stokes equations. 
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2. AN OPTIMAL CONTROL FORMULATION 
OF THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS 
Our goal in this section is to reformulate (1.1)-(1.3) as an equivalent optimal control problem. 
Our idea is to set Gr as a control and consider the optimization problem: seek ~r E (HI(O))df'I~(O), 
u e H01(O) and p • L02(O) that minimize 
7`(u,p,a') =/a I°" + pl- v[(grad u)+ (grad u)T]l 2 dO +/a Idiv o'+f-(u, grad)u[ 2 dO (2.1) 
subject o 
and 
-Ap  = div (div tr) in O, 
-v  div [(grad u) + (grad u) T] + gradp = -div o" 
P - - -3 t r¢  onF, 
By introducing the admissibility set 
in f~, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
u = 0 on r. (2.5) 
Uad -- {(u,p,~r) • (H2(~) N H~(O)) x (Hi(O) N L02(O)) 
x ((HI(f~)) df3 E(n)) : (u,p,~r) satisfies (2.2)-(2.5)}, 
the optimization problem (2.1)-(2.5) can be abbreviated as: seek (ti,/~,#) •//ad such that 
= inf `7(, ,p, , r ) .  (2.6) 
(u,p,~,)eu,~ 
We first establish the equivalence of the optimization problem (2.6) and the original Navier- 
Stokes equations (1.1)-(1.3). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For every solution (u,p) • Hi(O) x L~(f~) of(1.1)-(1.3), the triplet (u,p,r) 
with 
a = -p I  W v[(gradu) -t- (grad u) T] 
constitutes a solution of (2.6). 
PROOF. Let (u,p) • HI(O) x L02(O) be a solution of (1.1)-(1.3). The well-known regularity 
results for the Navier-Stokes equations implies that (u,p) • H2(O) x Hi(O). Now we set 
:- -p I  + v[(gradu) + (gradu) T] in f~ (2.7) 
which directly yields (2.3). Then by taking the divergence of (2.7) and utilizing (1.2), we ob- 
tain (2.2). The trace of (2.7) together with (1.2) implies (2.4). Finally, with (2.2), (1.1) can be 
rewritten as: 
div ~ = - f  % (u. grad)u in O 
so that ff(u,p,~r) - 0, i.e., (u,p,a) is an infimum of ,7 in Ua~. II 
COROLLARY 2.2. There exists a solution to the minimization problem (2.6) 
and 
inf ,7(u,p,~r) = 0. 
(u,p,a)eu.~ 
PROOF. The results follows from Propostion 1and the existence of solutions of the Navier-Stokes 
equations; ee, e.g., [5]. | 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume (u,p,¢) E [H2(O) fl H~(O)] x [Hl(f~) N L02(O)] × [(HI(O)) d fl ~](f~)] 
is an optimal solution of (2.6). Then (u,p) is necessarily a solution of (1.1)-(1.3). 
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PROOF. Let (u,p,~r) 6 [H2(f))F'I tI01(f))] x [Hl(12)F1L~(n)] x [ (n l (e ) )a  n ~g(f))] be an optimal 
solution of (2.6). Then we have J (u ,p ,u )  = 0 so that 
a = -v I  + v[(grad u) + (grad u) T] in f) (2.8) 
and 
div ir = - f  + (u.  grad)u in ft. 
Thus (1.1) follows easily from these two relations. (1.1) together with (2.2) yields 
-2vA(div  u) = -Ap  - div (div ~r) = 0. (2.9) 
Also, we may deduce from (2.8) that 
t ra  = -pd+ 2vdiv u on r (d is the space dimension) 
so that, by (2.4), 
div u = 0 on F. (2.10) 
It is now trivial to see from (2.9) and (2.10) that (1.2) holds, m 
3. AN OPT IMAL  CONTROL FORMULATION 
WITHOUT THE PRESSURE VARIABLE  
In this section, we will introduce a different optimal control formulation which does not contain 
the pressure variable in the constraint equations. We recall (1.5)-(1.6), i.e., the Navier-Stokes 
equations in the velocity-stress formulation where the pressure variable is eliminated. As in 
Section 2, we set ~r as a control variable. Then we obtain an optimal control formulation without 
the pressure variable. 
We seek (u,g) 6 H01(fl) x ~(gl) such that the functional 
J(u,~r) =/. .  I~r- ~(tr.)I-v[(gradu)+ (gradu)m]l 2 dl-I +/~ ,div ~r + f - (u.grad)ul  i dl~ 
(3.1) 
is minimized subject to the Navier-Stokes equations in the velocity-stress formulation: 
-vd iv  ((gradu) + (gradu) T) = -d iv  ~r+ ~grad(trir) in n (3.2) 
and 
u= 0 on F. (3.3) 
We define the admissible set as follows: 
/4ad = {(u,lr) 6 H01(fl) x ~( f l ) :  (u,lr) satisfies (3.2)-(3.3)}. 
Our optimization problem is to seek (17i,~r) 6 Uaa such that 
J(fi,~r) = inf J(u,~r). (3.4) 
(u,a) EU, d 
It is easy to prove the Navier-Stokes problem (1.5), (1.6) and (1.3) is equivalent to this optimal 
control problem. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (u,~r) 6 H~(fl) X ~(fl) is a solution of the minimization problem (3.4) with 
inf J (u ,  lr) = 0 
(u,a)~V. 
if and only if (u,a) 6 H01(f/) x ~(f l)  is a solution of the Navier-Stokes problem (1.5)-(I.6). I I  
COROLLARY 3.2. The minimization problem (3.4) has a unique solution (fi,~r) 6 Uaa. Further- 
more~ we have 
= o m 
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4. THE STOKES PROBLEM AND A GRADIENT METHOD 
Based on the optimal control formulation introduced in Section 3, we may employ a gradient 
or conjugate gradient method to develop an iterative algorithm to solve this problem numerically. 
In this section, we will study the Stokes problem. 
By dropping the nonlinearity in (1.5), we obtain the Stokes equations in the velocity-stress 
formulation: 
-vdiv ((gradu)+ (gradu) T) - ~grad(tr~r) = f in O, (4.1) 
d ivu=0 inO (4.2) 
and 
u = 0 on r. (4.3) 
We now proceed as in Section 3 to formulate an equivalent optimal control problem. While the 
constraint equations (3.2)-(3.3) remain the same, the functional to be minimized is modified to 
£(u , , )  = fn I s -  -~(tr , ) I -  v[(grad u)+ (grad u)T]l ~ d0 +/a  Idiv "+ f[2 dO. (4.4) 
We define the admissible set as follows: 
Pad = {(u,~) E H01(O) x ~(0) :  (u,¢) satisfies (3.2)-(3.3)}. 
Our optimization problem is to seek (d,&) E Pad such that 
/C(fl,&) = inf £(u,¢). (4.5) 
(u,¢)¢V.~ 
Similar to Section 3, we have the equivalence of the Stokes problem and this optimal control 
problem. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (U,~) E H~(O) x ~(f/)/s a solution of the minimization problem (4.5) if and 
only if (u, tr) E Hol(O) x S(O) is a solution of the Stokes problem (4.1)-(4.3) with 
tr = l(trtr)I + v [(grad u) + (grad u)T]. I 
The minimization problem (4.5) has a unique solution (fi,&) E Pad. Farther- COROLLARY 4.2. 
more~ we have 
= 0. I 
Note that, for each given tr, (3.2)-(3.3) determines a unique u := u(tr). Now we set 
= (4.6) 
Then the minimization problem (4.5) is equivalent to minimize ~(r) over ~(N). We intend to 
use a gradient method to solve this minimization problem. Since the functional (4.4) is quadratic 
and u(cr) depends linearly on r, we immediately obtain the following results concerning the first 
order derivative of ~. (The calculation of the derivatives i brute force.) 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The mapping ¢ ---, IC(~) is twice continuously ~zechet-differentiable with 
respect o tr. The first ~echet-derivative of IC is defined by: 
(/C'(¢), 1") - fn {~-  ~(tr¢)I - v[(grad u) + (grad u)T]} : { 1" -- ~(tr r)I} dO 
+ fn(div ¢ + f) .div rd0  + fn(gradw - ~(div w)I) :  I"J0 ¥ lr E ~(0), 
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where w • Hlo(f~) is the solution of 
a(w, v) - - fn (~r- l (tr~)I- y[(gradu) + (gradu)T]) : 
[(grad ~) + (grad ~)~] de Vv • H~(f~), (4.7) 
or  
-div [(gradw) + (gradw) T] = 2div (a- ~(tr~r)l- v[(gradu) + (gradu)Z]) in e. 
/C'(¢) can also be computed by: 
(~'(a), 1-)=/n (¢ - -d ( t r¢ ) I -u [ (gradu)+ (grad u)T]) 
: (1"- l ( t r  r ) I -  v[(grad w.)% (grad w, )T ] )de  
+ J.(div ¢+ e). div rde  V r • ~(fl), 
where w, • Hol(f~) is the solution of 
-udiv [(gradw,) + (gradw,) T] -- -div r+ d(trr) I  in fL 
In general,/C(#) is only in (]~(e))*; we can lift it to ~(e) by solving for ~ = r}(#) • ~(f/) from 
fn~:rdfl+fndiv~.divrdfl=(~'(¢),r) V 1- • S(f2), 
i.e., 
fn ~: rde+/ ,d iv  div de 
f 
17. T 
/n (or- ~(t r¢) I -  u[(gradu) + (gradu)T]) : (1--- ~(tr I")I) de (4.8) 
+ Jn(div ~r-F f).  div r de + fn(gradw - ~(div w)I):  1-de V 1" E 
where w is defined by (4.7). Equation (4.8) is essentially the Riesz map, which will be denoted 
by R. Then ~(~r) = R/C'(¢). 
Now we use the following gradient method to find the minimizer of if(.). 
{ °~°1; (4.9) 
~(n) =¢(,-1) _pnt1(¢(,-1)) for n = 1,2 ... .  
We state the following standard result concerning the convergence of the gradient method. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let X be a Hilbert space equipped with the inner product (., ")x ( or norm II. IIx). 
Assume J ( . )  is a real functional on X such that 
(A) ff has a local minimum at ~ and is twice differentiable in an open ball B centered at ~; 
(B) l(z,J"(u)y)l _< Mllxll x HYlIx V u e B,x e X,y  e X and 
(c) (x,j"(u)z) >_mllzll} VueB,zeX, 
where m and M are positive real constants. Let R denote the Riesz map, i.e., (f, z) = (R f, z )x  
for all z • X and all f • X*. If z(°) is sufficiently close to ~ and 0 < p. _< Pn _< P* < ~,  then 
the sequence {x(n)} defined by 
z(°); (4.10) 
X (n) "- X (n - l )  -- pnRffl(x (n-l)) for n = I, 2,... 
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converges to ~. Furthermore, if B = X and ~ is a global m/n/mum, then (4.10) converges to 
for any initial guess z(°). 
PROOF. See, e.g., [6]. II 
LZMMA 4.5. Given any 1" E ]g(ft), and let w E H~(ft) be the solution o/' the Laplacian problem 
-u  div [(grad w) + (grad w) T] = -div 1" + -~grad (tr 1") 
Then the following inequality holds: 
f~ It- d(tr ~') I -  v[(grad w) + (grad w)T]l 2 dO 
in ft. (4.11) 
+/a,divl"12dft>a(faldiv~'ladft+/al~'12d~), 
where a is a positive constant depending only on ft. 
PROOF. Set 6 := ~'- ~(tr 1")I- v[(grad w) + (grad w)T]. Then by taking the trace of this relation 
we obtain: 
div w = -~t r6  in ft. (4.12) 
We may rewrite (4.11) as 
1 
-vd iv  [(gradw)+ (gradw) T] - ~grad(trl") = -div • in ft. (4.13) 
We apply the estimates for the nonhomogeneous Stokes equations (see [5]) to (4.12) and (4.13) 
to deduce that 
Ilwll~ + II~(tr ~')11o _< CRIIdiv ,'11o + Iltr 611o) _< C2(lldiv "11o + 11811o). 
We may now derive the estimate 
/a  Ilr[2 dft =/a  [6 + ~(tr ~r)I + u[(gradw)+ (grad w)T][ :~ dft 
so that, using (4.14), 
(4.14) 
~ 1~12 d~ ~ c(l l  + ~llg + 11611o2) • 
It is now evident hat 
.[ + .L -< + "'"o2) 
= C(ll + ~11o 2 +/n  I~- ~(tr I")I - v[(grad w) + (grad w)/']l :l dft. 
This completes the proof. I 
THEOREM 4.6. The sequence defined by (4.9) with any ¢ E ]g(ft) converges to the solut/on 
of(4.5). 
PROOF. For each ¢ E ]g(f~), the second Frechet-derivative/C"(¢) may be computed by: 
¢~:"(-), (p, ")} 
-" L (p -- l(tr P ) I -  ,[(grad v) + (grad v)T]) : ( r -  ~(tr l r ) I -  v[(grad w) + (grad w)T]) d~ 
+ / div p. div 1"dft V p, 1" E ~(ft), 
Ja 
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where w E tt01(O) and v e I'I01(O) are, respectively, the solution of 
-v  div [(grad v) + (grad v) T] = -div p + ~grad (tr p) in fl 
and of 
-v  div [(grad w) + (grad w) T] = -div ~" + ~grad (tr r) in g~. 
Elliptic regularity implies [[v[[: ___ Cllpll~(.) and Ilwll~ < Cll~l[~(.) so that 
(g"(~), (p,r))[ _< MIIPlI~.(a)Ilrll~.(.). 
Also, by the definition of/C"(a) and Lemma 4.5, we see that 
(~"(~), (r, r)) >_ ~llrll~:(.). 
Thus the desire convergence follows from Lemma 4.4. | 
We will employ a finite element scheme to carry out algorithm (4.9). We choose finite element 
subspaces V h C I'I0~(~) and Eh C E(l'~). For each fixed h, the finite element analogue of (4.9) is 
defined as follows. 
(a) choose 
for n >__ 0, 
(b) compute 
~(0) E Eh; 
ul °) e v0 : 
a(u('q,Vh)=--(div~r('),vh)+ ~(tru('),divvh) Vvh e V0h; 
(c) compute 
w(:) v0 : v vh v0 
a(w(n),Vh) = 
- /a  (,(hn> - -~(trcr(n))I-v[(grad U(hn)) + (grad u(hn))T]): [(gradvh)+ (grad Vh)T] d"; 
(d) compute 
~(n) E ~h : 
= /f~ (a (n) + ~(tro("))I - v[(grad u (')) + (gradu("))T]): (rh -- ~(tr rh)I) d" 
+ f(div.(h")+ f).div r (") d~ + fn (gradw( ' ) -  ~(div w("))I): ry  ) d" V r(hn) e ~h; 
(e) update o'(h n+l) =,(h n ) -  pr}(n); 
(f) if Ilcr(h 1) -~(~"311 _<~, stop; 
otherwise, update the value of n: n + 1 --~ n and repeat (b)-(f). 
In the case of the Navier-Stokes equations, we may use the same scheme xcept hat (c) and (d) 
are replaced by 
~a(w(h"), v~) 
+f. (divu(hn)+f-(u(hn).grad)u(hn)).((u(h').grad)vh + (va .grad)u(a n)) df~ 
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and 
nl}(hn) : rh dfl + In div ~}(n). div 1"h df~ 
+ ~(d iv  •(n)+ f _  (u(.). grad )u(")) • div r (') df~ 
+ fo<o, ~(div w(')) I) :  ~'(') df~ V v (") e S h, 
respectively. 
Note that these algorithms involve only positive definite discrete problems and thus can all be 
resolved by conjugate gradient methods. These algorithms are currently under implementation. 
Numerical examples will be reported in a subsequent paper, along with further discussion of the 
convergence of finite element solutions, error analysis and stability analysis. 
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